Faith Nelson, Myrna Steffen
In Con Program
To be Presented Tuesday Evening
In Peabody Hall
A piano recital to be presented at 8:15 Tuesday evening (May 21) by Faith Nelson, senior student at the Lawrence Conservatory of Music, will be assisted by Myrna Steffen, a music student.

The recital will be held in Peabody Hall.

Faith Nelson, from the studio of Galen True Bronson, will graduate with a degree in public school music in June. She has been a member of the Lawrence College Choir and of Kappa Alpha Theta. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Nelson of Interlocken, Michigan.

The program is as follows:

Faith Nelson: Sonatas Opus 14 No. 1. 3 Beethoven \n
\n
Myrna Steffen:

1. Judge Thad E. Carver, Harper College, Illinois. \n2. Sonata Opus 62 No. 2 Beethoven \n3. Impromptu Opus 90 No. 2 Chopin \n4. Rhapsody Opus 24 No. 2 Tchaikovsky \n5. Piano Trio Opus 21 No. 3 Schumann \n6. Scherzo Opus 13 No. 3 M. Chopin \n7. Etude Tableau, Opus 33, Schumann \n8. Invention No. 9, Opus 49, J. P. Bach \n9. D Minor Concerto \n
Pergall is Speaker at 96th Graduation
Selection of Noted Author, Lecturer Is Announced
The Phi Delta Theta chapter of the Lawrence College alumni association will hold its annual spring meeting at 7:30 Tuesday evening, May 22, in the Alexander gymnasium.

The meeting is open to the public.


P.M. Economics 14, English 14, History 23WA, 23WB, Music 4, Philosophy 56, Zoology 24, Music 27.


P. M. Chemistry 2, Economics UW, English 54, Government 22, History 23WA, 23WB; Music 2, Music 4, Music 12.


P. M. Economics 14, English 14, History 23WA, 23WB; Music 4, Philosophy 56, Zoology 24, Music 27.

Dr. Pargell is a Phi Delta Theta fellow.

May Queen Pat Wheeler Crowned In Ceremony at Alexander Gym
The Phi Delta Theta chapter of the Lawrence College alumni association will hold its annual spring meeting at 7:30 Tuesday evening, May 22, in the Alexander gymnasium.

The meeting is open to the public.


May Queen Pat Wheeler is crowned in a ceremony on the evening of the Alexander gymnasium.

Miss Pat Wheeler is a Phi Delta Theta fellow.

The meeting is open to the public.
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The Editor Speaks

REHABILITATION

With the utter destruction of Germany completed, the people of the teeming billions are now faced with the task of rebuilding much of the world. There are those who say, "They changed, we changed," and it is true that they did. This vengeful attitude is certainly understandable, but just as certainly not very practical.

So much for the subject of rehabilitation which has been published in the leading magazines of the country. Quite naturally, whether we like it or not, the bulk of the task will have to be shouldered by the United States. In order to have a satisfactory post-war international peace organization, we must "win the peace," not only ideologically, but materially.

It is well and good to successfully band together the govern­ments of the world to agree on international problems. But such organization is of no value whatever, if it cannot first reconstruct the conquered countries more swiftly than any other nation.

The reason that it is our duty to take the lead in this task. The United States has always been the stronghold of democracy, the great believer in the doctrine that all men are created equal. We have been the "arsenal of democracy," having supplied a sizeable por­tion of the weapons for all the United Nations. The power of our command, it is easily seen that we could materially reconstruct the conquered countries more swiftly than any other nation.

Surely this is not a time to "wait and see." That is exactly what the world was doing when the German and Japanese armies were being destroyed by the war and reconstructed and put into operation in the European theater... and it is up to the United States to see that they are.

Peace and Quiet Reign on Phi Delta Sleeping Porch

The screen is on the sleeping porch at the end of the Phi Delta house. It is about 10:30 p.m. in the porch, and the screens are all drawn tightly. The only thing to be heard is the occasional snore of one of the members. Yes, it is true, there is a member who has been snoring loudly. Voices are heard steaming to himself. All is quiet.

Two o’clock rolls around and Buck Reuhl’s moaning wakes everyone. The boys talk it over and decide that they are better off. So they all get up. Charlie?”

“Mrrumph!”

“Okay,” says Abell. After the grunting of teeth all is quiet and everyone is again asleep, except Reuhl.

The United States is now the richest, most powerful notion in the world. Since the outbreak of the war it has expanded its production output at a rate thought to be impossible by enemy experts.

It is, in Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s words, "the arsenal of democracy," having supplied a sizeable portion of the weapons for all the United Nations. The power of our command, it is easily seen that we could materially reconstruct the conquered countries more swiftly than any other nation.

The reason that it is our duty to take the lead in this task. The United States has always been the stronghold of democracy, the great believer in the doctrine that all men are created equal. We have been the "arsenal of democracy," having supplied a sizeable por­tion of the weapons for all the United Nations. The power of our command, it is easily seen that we could materially reconstruct the conquered countries more swiftly than any other nation.
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Appleton, and Neenah-Menasha are shown here with the direction concerts for employees of cooperating industries in Kaukauna, appeared with the Lawrence College Choir in a series of popular Chapel, and at the Menasha High School Tuesday evening.

Dean Carl J. Waterman. The choir sang Sunday night at terman, and Nancy Rose.

The Lawrence track team is mainly training Milwaukee State Teachers College last weekend showed definite improvement in almost every event. Dick Flom, quarter miler, ran a fine race in his event, but lost by both Abell and Luedeman threw the javelin over 150'.

Several very impressive performances have been made in Illinois high school track circles in the past several weeks. Two sprinters in the Chicago area had marks of 9.9 seconds in the 100 yard dash and marks of 22.1 have met near disaster on their present eastern trip. LeRoy Stevenson who has never been a Cub fan is enjoying the whole thing in true Oshkosh fashion.

Well, it looks as though the Chicago Cubs are headed for a second place marks of 44.5 for the 220 yard dash. Elsewhere in Illinois a 1:58.3 half mile and a 4:27.5 mile have been recorded.

Well, it looks as though the Chicago Cubs are headed for a second place

The street cleaner in front of the library, to be sponsored by Pan Theatricals council and called Pan Productions, was held at 7:30. May 29. There will be tickets by reservation on the lawn next to the library.

A street cleaner in front of the library, to be sponsored by Pan Theatricals council and called Pan Productions, was held at 7:30. May 29. There will be tickets by reservation on the lawn next to the library.

The Art Guild under the direction of Dorothy Thompson designed and constructed the winner, Mary Has- the Gillum was stage manager, while the scenery were Dora Koss and Allen Koss. Those in charge of the props were Joan Brown and phone Maaschul.

The Art Guild under the direction of Dorothy Thompson designed and constructed the winner, Mary Has-

One-Act Plays Well Received Friday Evening

On Friday night, May 12, two one-act plays were presented in the student directors in the Little Theatre in Main Hall. Small but laudable audience displayed its approval of a job well done by gen-

a series of popular concerts for employees of cooperating industries in Kaukauna, Appleton, and Neenah-Menasha are shown here with the direc-

A street cleaner in front of the library, to be sponsored by Pan Theatricals council and called Pan Productions, was held at 7:30. May 29. There will be tickets by reservation on the lawn next to the library.

Chen Yue offers three suggestions, "Sea Shell," a shell shade, dignified but just a wee disturbing... "Flowering Plum," a solitaire-fuchsia... "Evening Breeze," a definitely different emotion.

Amazonasties

The date for the archery tournament has been set for Saturday, May 18, so let's all hope for sunny weather. All the school Rob- in Hood stories have been circulating for weeks now, as they're expecting a large crowd tomorrow. The events will start at 12:30 Saturday af-

I hope that Ray Hamann has better luck with his starter's gun tomorrow.

Hockey season is getting started and all of the student and alumni hockey teams have been practicing for the eighteen holes of the course on the same day. and the scores chalked up for the eighteen holes will be the determining factor in deciding the winners.

Send tomorrow with Illinois Institute of Technology, is to be one of the closest of the year. Lawrence looks best in the hurdle races, the mile, and pole vault. On past performances I would rate the Techawks one of the closest of the year. Lawrence looks best in the hurdle races, the mile, and pole vault. On past performances I would rate the Techawks

The standard of college track and field performances is far lower this season than it was last year. The better track stars of the country prob-

"A Thing of Beauty Is a Joy Forever"

GIVE GIFTS OF BEAUTY, Gifts That Will Be Appreciated And Remembered As Time Goes On

MARCH JEWELERS

CHEN YUE FESTIVE THREE

for nails and lips for spring

This spring you'll want a new color for your lips and nails. So Chen Yu offers three suggestions, "Sea Shell," a shell shade, dignified but just a wee disturbing... "Flowering Plum," a solitaire-fuchsia... "Evening Breeze," a definitely different emotion.
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Vike Trackmen Meet
Illinois Tech in Finale

Denneymen Complete
Track Season Facing
Tough Techawk Team

Come Saturday, and our Viking trackmen will meet the highly talked-of Illinois Tech aggregation in a dual meet at Wieland Field at 2:30 p.m. It will be the final meet of the season for Lawrence.

The Tecagons were defeated by Marquette last Saturday, probably by a great team. Certainly in the season they pressed Notre Dame, before losing to five point Illinois trackmen to watch for. Harkins, a specialist in the sprints, the high jump and the pole vault, Finger, who travels the mile and two mile lengths, Thomson, as well as many others who traveled the distance in 2:30. (The time of this meet is not available.)

Vike Golfers Meet
Techawks Today

Tomorrow afternoon the Viking golfers will tee off with Illinois Tech golfers at the Riverbreeze fairway. It will be a match between the two campus clubs, but they should bring a powerful squad on the Gastonia. The remaining matches on the schedule for Lawrence: Tech at Chicago, Butte and Ripon. Recital to be Presented

A general recital, including students from the music departments of the Conservatory will be presented Thursday evening, May 24. There will be piano selections by students of the studios of Mr. Ming and vocal selections by students from the studios of Mr. Denney and Mr. Thurston, an informal outing Saturday, May 25.

...event in the Teacher-Viking meet was 4:42.4. Other Techhawks to be in the eye on are Hartman, Sayre, Bond, Papp, and Sirney. The Lawrence squad will rely upon every member to come through in great style. Clark, White, Flom, Karkow, Sayler and Landers are counted upon heavily while Dobson, Macdonald, Hodgdon, Morgan, Nigg, Gipps, Stender, Nelson, Minnelli, Atlee, and Strgie are able point getters.

The remaining matches on the schedule for Lawrence: Butte des Morts, and Ripon. To date the Conservatory will be presented the soloists, particularly the many mothers who had arrived for the weekend. She was assisted by Ruth Anderson, flutist, student of E. C. Moore, and Frank Papp, student of J. M. Waite. As usual but this time in 4:42.4. MacDonald was the high point getter in the 220 and 440. Sawtelle captured the mile in 4:42.4. MacDonald won the mile in 1:52.8. Flom of the Techhawks was 2:13.8. Other Techawks to keep an eye on are Hartman, Sayre, Bond, Papp, and Sirney.
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